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Abstract. We show how to transform a Muller game with n vertices into a safety
game with (n!)3 vertices whose solution allows to determine the winning regions
of the Muller game and a winning strategy for one player.
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Introduction

Infinite two-player games are a powerful tool in the automated verification and
synthesis of non-terminating systems that have to interact with an antagonistic
environment. There are also deep connections between infinite games and logical
formalisms like fixed-point logics or automata on infinite objects. In such a game,
two players move a token through a finite graph, thereby constructing a play
which is an infinite path. The winner is determined by a winning condition,
which partitions the set of infinite paths in a graph into those that are winning
for Player 0 and those that are winning for Player 1. Typically, the winner of a
play is only determined after infinitely many steps.
Nevertheless, in some cases it is possible to give a criterion to define a finiteduration variant of an infinite game. Such a criterion stops a play after a finite
number of steps and then declares a winner based on the finite play constructed
thus far. It is called sound if Player 0 has a winning strategy for the infiniteduration game if and only if Player 0 has one for the finite-duration game.
It is easy to see that there is a sound criterion for positionally determined
games: the players move the token through the arena until a vertex is visited
for the second time. An infinite play can then be obtained by assuming that the
players continue to play the loop that they have constructed, and the winner of
the finite play is declared to be the winner of this infinite continuation.
For parity games (say, min-parity), Bernet, Janin, and Walukiewicz [1] gave
another sound criterion based on the following observation: let nc be the number
of vertices with priority c. If a play visits nc + 1 vertices with odd priority c
without visiting a smaller even priority in between, then the play has closed
a loop which is losing for Player 0, assuming it is traversed from now on ad
infinitum. However, no positional winning strategy can allow such a loop. Thus,
Player 0 can prove that she has a winning strategy by allowing a play to visit
an odd priority c at most nc times without seeing a smaller even priority in
between. This condition can be turned into a safety game whose solution allows
to determine the winning regions of the parity game and a winning strategy for
one of the players.
⋆
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In games that are not positionally determined, the situation gets more interesting since a player might have to pick different successors when a vertex is
visited several times. Therefore, the players have to play longer before the play
can be stopped and analyzed. Previous work considers Muller games which are of
the form (A, F0 , F1 ), where A is a finite arena and (F0 , F1 ) is a partition of the
set of loops in the arena. Player i wins a play if the set of vertices visited infinitely
often is in Fi . Muller winning conditions are able to express all ω-regular winning
conditions and subsume all other winning conditions that depend only on the
infinity set of a play (e.g., Büchi, co-Büchi, parity, Rabin, or Streett conditions).
To give a sound criterion for Muller games, McNaughton [7] defined for every
loop F ∈ F0 ∪ F1 a scoring function ScF that keeps track of the number of times
the set F was visited entirely (not necessarily in the same order) since the last
visit of a vertex that is not in F . In an infinite play, the set of vertices seen
infinitely often is the unique set F such that ScF tends to infinity after being
reset to 0 only a finite number of times.
McNaughton proved the following criterion to be sound [7]: stop a play as
soon as for some set F a score of |F |! + 1 is reached, and declare the winner to
be the Player i such that F ∈ Fi . However, it can take a large number of steps
for a play to reach a score of |F |! + 1, as scores may increase slowly or be reset
to 0. It can be shown that a play can be stopped by this criterion after at most
Q|A|
1 Q|A|
j=1 (j!+1)
j=1 (j!+1) steps and there are examples in which it takes at least 2
steps before the criterion declares a winner.

Also, a game reduction from Muller games to parity games provides another
sound criterion. The reduction constructs a parity game of size |A| · |A|!, and
since parity games are positionally determined, a winner can be declared after the
players have constructed a loop in the parity game. This gives a sound criterion
that stops a play after at most |A| · |A|! + 1 steps.

Both results were improved by showing that stopping a play after a score of 3
is reached for the first time is sound [2]. This criterion stops a play after at most
3|A| steps, and there are examples where this number of steps is necessary. The
result is proven by constructing a winning strategy for Player i that bounds the
opponent’s scores by 2, provided the play starts in the winning region of Player i.
Such a strategy ensures that Player i is the first to achieve a score of 3, as not
all scores can be bounded. Thus, to determine the winner of a Muller game, it
suffices to solve a finite reachability game in a tree of height 3|A| .
However, this game only allows to determine the winner, but does not yield
winning strategies, as each play ends after a bounded number of steps. We overcome this drawback by exploiting the existence of strategies that bound the
losing player’s scores. This implies that the winner of a Muller game can also
be determined by solving a safety game. In this game, the scores of Player 1 are
kept track of and Player 0 wins, if her opponent never reaches a score of 3. In this
work, we analyze this safety game and show that one can turn the winning region of the player that has to bound the scores of her opponent into a finite-state
winning strategy for her in the Muller game.
The size of the resulting safety game (and, thus, also the size of the finitestate winning strategy) is at most (|A|!)3 . This is only polynomially larger than
the parity game of size |A| · |A|! constructed in the game reduction mentioned
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above. Although our safety game is polynomially larger than the parity game, it
is simpler and faster to solve than the latter.
The scores induce a partial order on the positions of the safety game. We also
prove that it suffices to consider the maximal elements of this order to define a
finite-state winning strategy for the player that tries to bound the scores of her
opponent. This antichain approach is subject to further research that should
estimate how much smaller this finite-state winning strategy can be.
We want to stress that our construction is not a proper game reduction,
which would provide winning strategies no matter which player wins. Here, we
only obtain a winning strategy for the player trying to avoid a score of 3. If the
opponent is able to reach a score of 3, then the play stops immediately. Thus, not
every play in the Muller game has a corresponding play in the safety game, as
it is required in a game reduction. In fact, a game reduction from Muller games
to safety or reachability games is impossible, as it would induce a continuous
function mapping the winning plays of the Muller game to the winning plays
of a safety or reachability game. Such a mapping cannot exist, since the set of
winning plays of a Muller game is on a higher level of the Borel hierarchy than
the set of winning plays of a safety or reachability game.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce
our notation, and in Section 3 we define the scoring functions for Muller games.
Then, in Section 4 we show how to solve a Muller game (i.e., how to determine
the winning regions and compute a winning strategy) by solving a safety game. In
this context, we present an alternative way to compute a winning strategy based
on antichains in Section 4.1 and discuss how to reduce the number of memory
states needed to define a winning strategy in Section 4.2. Finally, Section 5
contains a brief conclusion.

2

Definitions

The power set of a set S is denoted by 2S and N denotes the non-negative
integers. The prefix relation on words is denoted by ⊑. Given a word w = xy,
define wy −1 = x. For a non-empty word w = w1 · · · wn , we define Last(w) = wn .
An arena A = (V, V0 , V1 , E) consists of a finite, directed graph (V, E) without
terminal vertices and a partition {V0 , V1 } of V denoting the positions of Player 0
(drawn as circles or rectangles with rounded corners) and Player 1 (drawn as
squares or rectangles). We require every vertex to have an outgoing edge to avoid
the nuisance of dealing with finite plays. The size |A| of A is the cardinality of V .
A loop C ⊆ V in A is a strongly connected subset of V , i.e., for every v, v ′ ∈ C
there is a path from v to v ′ that only visits vertices in C.
A safety game G = (A, F ) consists of an arena A and a set F ⊆ V . A Muller
game G = (A, F0 , F1 ) consists of an arena A and a partition {F0 , F1 } of the set
of loops in A.
A play in A starting in v ∈ V is an infinite sequence ρ = ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 . . . such that
ρ0 = v and (ρn , ρn+1 ) ∈ E for all n ∈ N. The occurrence set Occ(ρ) and infinity
set Inf(ρ) of ρ are given by Occ(ρ) = {v ∈ V | ∃n ∈ N such that ρn = v} and
Inf(ρ) = {v ∈ V | ∃ω n ∈ N such that ρn = v}. We also use the occurrence set of
a finite play w, which is defined straightforwardly. The infinity set of a play is
always a loop in the arena.
5

A play ρ is winning for Player 0 in a safety game if Occ(ρ) ⊆ F , and it is
winning for Player 0 in a Muller game if Inf(ρ) ∈ F0 . A play in any game is
winning for Player 1 if it is not winning for Player 0, i.e., ρ leaves F in case of a
safety game or Inf(ρ) ∈ F1 in case of a Muller game.
A strategy for Player i is a mapping σ : V ∗ Vi → V such that (v, σ(wv)) ∈ E
for all wv ∈ V ∗ Vi . We say that σ is positional if σ(wv) = σ(v) for every wv ∈
V ∗ Vi . A play ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 . . . is consistent with σ if ρn+1 = σ(ρ0 · · · ρn ) for every n
with ρn ∈ Vi . A strategy σ for Player i is a winning strategy from a set of
vertices W ⊆ V if every play that starts in v ∈ W and is consistent with σ is
won by Player i. The winning region Wi (G) of Player i in a game G contains all
vertices of the game’s arena from which Player i has a winning strategy. A game
is determined if {W0 (G), W1 (G)} forms a partition of V .
A memory structure M = (M, Init, Upd, Nxt) for Player i in (V, V0 , V1 , E)
consists of a finite set of memory states M , a memory initialization function
Init : V → M , a memory update function Upd : M × V → M , and a nextmove function Nxt : Vi × M → V , which has to satisfy (v, Nxt(v, m)) ∈ E for
every v and every m. Upd can be extended to finite plays by defining Upd∗ (v) =
Init(v) and Upd∗ (wv) = Upd(Upd∗ (w), v). The memory structure induces a
strategy σM for Player i via σM (wv) = Nxt(v, Upd∗ (wv)). The size of M (and,
slightly abusive, of σM ) is |M |. We say that a strategy is finite-state if it can be
implemented using a memory structure.
An arena A and a memory structure M = (M, Init, Upd) without next-move
function induce the expanded arena A × M = (V × M, V0 × M, V1 × M, E ′ ) where
((s, m), (s′ , m′ )) ∈ E ′ if and only if (s, s′ ) ∈ E and Upd(m, s′ ) = m′ . For every
play ρ = ρ0 ρ1 ρ2 . . . in A define the extended play ρ′ = (ρ0 , m0 )(ρ1 , m1 )(ρ2 , m2 ) . . .
in A × M by m0 = Init(ρ0 ) and mn+1 = Upd(mn , ρn+1 ).
A game G with arena A is reducible to a game G ′ with arena A′ via M =
(M, Init, Upd), written G ≤M G ′ , if A′ = A × M and every play ρ in G is won by
the player who wins the extended play ρ′ in G ′ .
Lemma 1. Let M = (M, Init, Upd). If G ≤M G ′ and Player i has a positional
winning strategy σ for G ′ , then she also has a finite-state winning strategy induced
by a memory structure (M, Init, Upd, Nxt) for G, where Nxt is a suitable nextmove function induced by σ.
The set winM ⊆ V ω of winning plays of a Muller game is in general on a higher
level of the Borel hierarchy than the set winS ⊆ V ′ω of winning plays of a safety
game. Hence, in general, there exists no continuous (in the Cantor topology)
function f : V ω → V ′ω such that ρ ∈ winM if and only if f (ρ) ∈ winS (e.g.,
see [5]). Since the mapping from a play in A to a play in A × M is continuous,
one obtains the following impossibility result.
Remark 1. In general, Muller games can not be reduced to safety games.
Let A = (V, V0 , V1 , E) be an arena. The attractor for Player i of a set F ⊆ V
S|V |
in A is AttrA
i (F ) =
n=0 An where A0 = F and
An+1 = An ∪ {v ∈ Vi | ∃v ′ ∈ An such that (v, v ′ ) ∈ E}

∪ {v ∈ V1−i | ∀v ′ ∈ V with (v, v ′ ) ∈ E : v ′ ∈ An } .
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A set X ⊆ V is a trap for Player i if all outgoing edges of the vertices in Vi ∩ X
lead to X and at least one successor of every vertex in V1−i ∩ X is in X, i.e.,
Player 1 − i has a positional strategy to keep a play in X once it has entered the
trap. The following statement summarizes well-known facts about safety games.
Lemma 2. Let A be an arena with vertex set V and F ⊆ V .
1. Player i has a positional strategy to bring the play from every v ∈ AttrA
i (F )
into F .
2. The set V \ AttrA
i (F ) is a trap for Player i in A.
A strategy as in the first statement is called attractor strategy. The previous
lemma directly implies that W1 (G) = AttrA
1 (V \ F ) and W0 (G) = V \ W1 (G)
are the winning regions in the safety game G = (A, F ). Thus, safety games are
determined with positional strategies.
Theorem 1 ([4]). Muller games are determined with finite-state strategies of
size |A| · |A|!.

3

Scoring Functions for Muller Games

We begin with some definitions and facts about scoring functions for Muller
games. A more detailed treatment can be found in [2, 7].
Let V be a set of vertices. For every F ⊆ V we define ScF : V + → N by
ScF (w) = max{k ∈ N |∃x1 , . . . , xk ∈ V + such that
Occ(xi ) = F for all i and x1 · · · xk is a suffix of w} .
The score of F of a play w measures how often F has been visited completely
since the last visit of a vertex that is not in F or since the beginning of w. Note
that if w is a play with ScF (w) ≥ 2, then F is a loop of the arena.
Next, we define the accumulator of a set F , which measures the progress made
towards the next score increase. For every F ⊆ V , we define AccF : V + → 2F
by AccF (w) = Occ(x), where x is the longest suffix of w such that ScF (w) =
ScF (wy −1 ) for every suffix y of x, and Occ(x) ⊆ F . Intuitively, AccF (w) contains
the vertices of F seen since the last increase or the last reset of the score of F ,
depending on which occurred later. Hence, the accumulator of a set F is always
a strict subset of F .
Let us remark that the scores and accumulators of a play can be defined (and
computed) inductively as well.
Remark 2 (cf. [7]). Let w ∈ V + , v ∈ V , and ∅ =
6 F ⊆V.
1. We have Sc{v} (v) = 1 and Acc{v} (v) = ∅, and for every F 6= {v}: ScF (v) = 0
and AccF (v) = F ∩ {v}.
2. Let v ∈
/ F . Then we have ScF (wv) = 0 and AccF (wv) = ∅.
3. Let v ∈ F . If AccF (w) = F \ {v}, then we have ScF (wv) = ScF (w) + 1 and
AccF (wv) = ∅.
4. Let v ∈ F . If AccF (w) 6= F \ {v}, then we have ScF (wv) = ScF (w) and
AccF (wv) = AccF (w) ∪ {v}.
7

Finally, for every F ⊆ 2V , we define MaxScF : V + ∪ V ω → N ∪ {∞} by
MaxScF (ρ) = max max ScF (w) .
F ∈F w⊑ρ

Example 1. Consider the Muller game G = (A, F0 , F1 ) where A is depicted in
Figure 1, F0 = {{0}, {2}, {0, 1, 2}} and F1 = {{0, 1}, {1, 2}}. By alternatingly
moving from 1 to 0 and to 2, Player 0 wins from every vertex, i.e., we have
W0 (G) = {0, 1, 2}.

0

1

2

Fig. 1. The arena A.

To illustrate the definitions, consider the play w = 12210122 and the set
F = {1, 2}. We have that ScF (w) = 1, because 122 is the longest suffix of w that
is contained in F , and the entire set {1, 2} is seen once during this suffix. We
have AccF (w) = {2}, because only vertex 2 has been seen since the score of F
increased to 1. On the other hand, we have MaxSc{F } (w) = 2 because the prefix
w′ = 1221 of w has ScF (w′ ) = 2. By visiting the vertex 0 the score of F is reset
to 0, e.g., we have ScF (12210) = 0.
In an infinite play ρ, Inf(ρ) is the unique set F such that ScF tends to infinity
while being reset to 0 only finitely often. This implies that every play ρ of a Muller
game satisfying MaxScF1−i (ρ) < ∞ is winning for Player i.
We continue by giving a score-based preorder and an induced score-based
equivalence relation on finite plays in a Muller game.
Definition 1. Let F ⊆ 2V and w, w′ ∈ V + .
1. w is F-smaller than w′ , denoted by w ≤F w′ , if Last(w) = Last(w′ ) and for
all F ∈ F we have
– ScF (w) < ScF (w′ ), or
– ScF (w) = ScF (w′ ) and AccF (w) ⊆ AccF (w′ ).
2. w and w′ are F-equivalent, denoted by w =F w′ , if w ≤F w′ and w′ ≤F w.
Note that the condition w =F w′ is equivalent to Last(w) = Last(w′ ) and for
every F ∈ F the equalities ScF (w) = ScF (w′ ) and AccF (w) = AccF (w′ ) hold.
Thus, =F is an equivalence relation.
We conclude this section by showing that ≤F (and therefore also =F ) is
preserved under concatenation, i.e., =F is a congruence.
Lemma 3. If w ≤F w′ , then wu ≤F w′ u for all u ∈ V ∗ .
Proof. It suffices to show w ≤F w′ implies wv ≤F w′ v for all v ∈ V . So, let
F ∈ F: if v ∈
/ F , then we have ScF (wv) = ScF (w′ v) = 0 and AccF (wv) =
′
AccF (w v) = ∅.
Now, suppose we have v ∈ F . First, consider the case ScF (w) < ScF (w′ ):
then, either the score of F does not increase in wv and we have
ScF (wv) = ScF (w) < ScF (w′ ) ≤ ScF (w′ v)
8

or the score increases in wv and we have
ScF (wv) = ScF (w) + 1 ≤ ScF (w′ ) ≤ ScF (w′ v)
and AccF (wv) = ∅, due to the score increase. This proves our claim.
Now, consider the case ScF (w) = ScF (w′ ) and AccF (w) ⊆ AccF (w′ ). If
AccF (w) = F \ {v}, then also AccF (w′ ) = F \ {v}, as the accumulator for
F can never be F . In this situation, we have
ScF (wv) = ScF (w) + 1 = ScF (w′ ) + 1 = ScF (w′ v)
and AccF (wv) = AccF (w′ v) = ∅. Otherwise, we have
ScF (wv) = ScF (w) = ScF (w′ ) ≤ ScF (w′ v) .
If ScF (w′ ) < ScF (w′ v), then we are done. So, consider the case ScF (w′ ) =
ScF (w′ v): we have AccF (wv) = AccF (w) ∪ {v} ⊆ AccF (w′ ) ∪ {v} = AccF (w′ v),
due to AccF (w) ⊆ AccF (w′ ).
⊔
⊓
Corollary 1. If w =F w′ , then wu =F w′ u for all u ∈ V ∗ .

4

Solving Muller Games by Solving Safety Games

In this section, we show how to solve a Muller game by solving a safety game.
Our approach is based on the following theorem, which shows the existence of
winning strategies for Muller games that bound the opponent’s scores by 2.
Theorem 2 ([2]). In every Muller game G = (A, F0 , F1 ), Player i has a winning strategy σ from Wi (G) such that MaxScF1−i (ρ) ≤ 2 for every play ρ that is
consistent with σ and begins in Wi (G).
Going back to the Muller game G of Example 1, it is clear that Player 0 has
no winning strategy from the vertex 1 ∈ W0 (G) that bounds Player 1’s scores
by 1, since the prefix 1001 or the prefix 1221 is consistent with every strategy
for Player 0 from vertex 1. Hence, the bound 2 above is optimal.
A simple consequence of Theorem 2 is that a vertex v is in Player 0’s winning
region of the Muller game G if and only if she can prevent her opponent from ever
reaching a score of 3 for a set in F1 . This is a safety condition which only talks
about small scores of one player. To determine the winner of G, we construct an
arena which keeps track of the scores of Player 1 up to threshold 3. The winning
condition F of the safety game requires Player 0 to prevent a score of 3 for her
opponent.
Theorem 3 (Main theorem). Let G be a Muller game with vertex set V . One
can effectively construct a safety game GS with vertex set V S and a mapping
f : V → V S with the following properties:
1. For every v ∈ V : v ∈ Wi (G) if and only if f (v) ∈ Wi (GS ).
2. Player 0 has a finite-state winning strategy from W0 (G) with memory states
W0 (GS ).
3. |V S | ≤ (|V |!)3 .
9

Note that the first statement speaks about both players while the second one only
speaks about Player 0. This is due to the fact that the safety game keeps track
of Player 1’s scores only, which allows Player 0 to prove that she can prevent
him from reaching a score of 3. But as soon as a score of 3 is reached, the play
is stopped. To obtain a winning strategy for Player 1, one has to swap the roles
of the players and construct a safety game which keeps track of the scores of
Player 0. Alternatively, one could construct an arena which keeps track of the
scores of both players. But then, one has to define two safety games in this arena:
one in which Player 0 has to avoid a score of 3 for Player 1 and vice versa. This
arena is larger (but still smaller than (|V |!)3 ) than the ones in which only the
scores of one player are tracked. Due to Remark 1, it is impossible to reduce a
Muller game to a single safety game and thereby obtain a winning strategy for
both players.
We begin the proof of Theorem 3 by defining the safety game GS . Then, we
prove two lemmata that imply the three statements above. Let G = (A, F0 , F1 )
with A = (V, V0 , V1 , E). We define
Plays≤2 = {w | w finite play of G and MaxScF1 (w) ≤ 2}
to be the set of finite plays of the Muller game in which the scores of Player 1
are at most 2 and we define
Plays=3 = {w0 · · · wn wn+1 | w0 · · · wn wn+1 finite play of G,
MaxScF1 (w0 · · · wn ) ≤ 2, and MaxScF1 (w0 · · · wn wn+1 ) = 3 }
to be the set of finite plays in which Player 1 just reached a score of 3. Furthermore, let Plays≤3 = Plays≤2 ∪ Plays=3 .
The arena of the safety game we are about to define is the unraveling of A
(modulo =F1 ) up to the positions where Player 1 reaches a score of 3 for the first
time (if he does at all).
We define GS = ((V S , V0S , V1S , E S ), F ) where
–
–
–
–
–

V S = Plays≤3 /=F1 ,
V0S = {[w]=F1 | [w] ∈ V S and Last(w) ∈ V0 },
V1S = {[w]=F1 | [w] ∈ V S and Last(w) ∈ V1 },
([w]=F1 , [wv]=F1 ) ∈ E S for all w ∈ Plays≤2 and all v with (Last(w), v) ∈ E 3 ,
F = Plays≤2 /=F1 .

The definitions of V0S and V1S are independent of representatives, as w =F1 w′
implies Last(w) = Last(w′ ), and we have V S = V0S ∪ V1S due to V = V0 ∪ V1 .
Furthermore, every equivalence class in Plays≤2 /=F1 is also an equivalence class
in Plays≤3 /=F1 , i.e., F is well-defined.
Remark 3. If ([w]=F1 , [w′ ]=F1 ) ∈ E S , then (Last(w), Last(w′ )) ∈ E.
Example 2. The safety game GS for the Muller game G of Example 1 is depicted
in Figure 2. One can verify easily that the vertices [v] for v ∈ V are in the winning
region of Player 0.
3

Hence, every vertex in Plays=3 is terminal, contrary to our requirements on an arena. However, every play visiting these vertices is losing for Player 0 no matter how it is continued.
To simplify the following proofs, we refrain from defining outgoing edges for these vertices.
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Fig. 2. The safety game GS for G of Example 1. Vertices in F are drawn with double lines.

We are now able to prove the first statement of Theorem 3. For the sake
of readability, we drop the subscripts and denote the F1 -equivalence class of w
from now on by [w]. Also, all definitions and statements below are independent
of representatives, mostly since w =F1 w′ implies Last(w) = Last(w′ ). Hence, we
refrain from mentioning independence of representatives from now on.
Lemma 4. For every v0 ∈ V : v0 ∈ Wi (G) if and only if [v0 ] ∈ Wi (GS ).
To show the direction from left to right, we turn a winning strategy that
bounds Player 1’s scores by 2 into a winning strategy for the safety game. For
the other direction, we use the winning region of Player 0 in the safety game
as a memory structure to implement a winning strategy in the Muller game.
This is possible, since the winning region is a trap for Player 1. Both directions
are straightforward, but slightly technical, as we have to deal with equivalence
classes of plays.
Proof. Due to determinacy of both games, it suffices to consider i = 0.
We begin with the direction from left to right. Theorem 2 guarantees the
existence of a strategy σ for Player 0 that bounds the scores of her opponent
by 2 in every consistent play that starts in W0 (G). We turn this strategy into a
winning strategy for her in GS from {[v0 ] | v0 ∈ W0 (G)}.
We track a play in GS and a play in G simultaneously and translate moves
of Player 1 in GS to the play in G and moves of Player 0 in G to moves in GS .
Formally, we construct a function g mapping finite plays in GS starting in a
vertex [v0 ] for some v0 ∈ V to finite plays in G starting in v0 . Then, we use the
image of this function to turn σ into a strategy for GS . Let g([v0 ]) = v0 for every
v0 ∈ V and
g([w0 ] · · · [wn ][wn+1 ]) = g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) · Last(wn+1 ) .

(1)

We have Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ])) = Last(wn ) and applying Remark 3 repeatedly
shows that g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) is indeed a play in G. Also, the image of a play
[w0 ] · · · [wn ] has the same scores and accumulators as wn :
11

Lemma 5. g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) ∈ [wn ].
Proof. By induction over [w0 ] · · · [wn ]. The induction start is immediate due to
g([v0 ]) = v0 ∈ [v0 ]. So, consider a play [w0 ] · · · [wn ][wn+1 ]. Since there is an edge
from [wn ] to [wn+1 ], we have wn · Last(wn+1 ) ∈ [wn+1 ]. By induction hypothesis,
we have g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) =F1 wn and applying Corollary 1, we obtain
g([w0 ] · · · [wn ][wn+1 ])
=g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) · Last(wn+1 ) =F1 wn · Last(wn+1 ) =F1 wn+1 ,
i.e., g([w0 ] · · · [wn ][wn+1 ]) ∈ [wn+1 ].

⊔
⊓

Now, we define the strategy σS for Player 0 from {[v0 ] | v0 ∈ W0 (G)} in GS by
σS ([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) = [wn · σ(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]))] ,
i.e., σS translates the play in GS into a play in G and then uses the successor v
prescribed by σ to determine the next equivalence class to move to by appending v to the current class. We show next that this is always a legal move, provided
the play up to the current position is consistent with σS .
We show inductively that if [w0 ] · · · [wn ] starting in some vertex [v0 ] for some
v0 ∈ V is consistent with σS , then g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) is consistent with σ and
σS ([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) describes a legal move in GS . This also implies that σS is a
winning strategy from {[v0 ] | v0 ∈ W0 (G)}: assume a play [w0 ] · · · [wn ] starting in
[v0 ] ∈ {[v0 ] | v0 ∈ W0 (G)} consistent with σS leaves F by reaching Plays=3 . This
implies MaxScF1 (g([w0 ] · · · [wn ])) = 3 since we have g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) ∈ [wn ]. Thus,
g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) starting in v0 ∈ W0 (G), being consistent with σ, and reaching a
score of 3 contradicts the fact that σ prevents Player 1 from ever reaching a score
of 3. Hence, σS is a winning strategy for Player 0 in GS from {[v0 ] | v0 ∈ W0 (G)}.
Since the first statement is clear for the induction start, we only discuss the
second one in detail: if [v0 ] ∈ V0S , then also v0 ∈ V0 and we have
σS ([v0 ]) = [v0 · σ(g([v0 ]))] = [v0 · σ(v0 )] .
Thus, (v0 , σ(v0 )) ∈ E and since [v0 ], [v0 · σ(v0 )] ∈ Plays≤2 , we conclude also
([v0 ], [v0 · σ(v0 )]) ∈ E S , i.e., σS indeed prescribes a legal move.
For the induction step, consider a play [w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ][wn ] that is consistent
with σS and remember that we have
Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ])) = Last(wn−1 ) .

(2)

By induction hypothesis, we can assume that g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ]) is consistent
with σ, hence, it only remains to consider the transition from Last(wn−1 ) to
Last(wn ).
If [wn−1 ] ∈ V0S , then also Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ])) ∈ V0 due to (2), and we
have
[wn ] = σS ([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ]) = [wn−1 · σ(g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ]))] .
Thus, we have Last(wn ) = σ(g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ])). Applying this, the induction
hypothesis, and (1) shows that
g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ][wn ]) = g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ]) · Last(wn )
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is indeed consistent with σ.
Now, consider the second statement. By definition, we have
σS ([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) = [wn · σ(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]))] ,
which implies that there is an edge between Last(wn ) = Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]))
and σ(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ])). Furthermore, g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) is consistent with σ by induction hypothesis, and hence g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]) · σ(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ])) as well. Since σ
bounds the scores of Player 1 by 2, both of these finite plays are in Plays≤2
and therefore we can conclude that there is an edge in GS between [wn ] and
[wn · Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn ]))], which shows that σS indeed prescribes a legal move.
On the other hand, if [wn−1 ] ∈ V1S , then Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ])) ∈ V1 due
to (2), and we have ([wn−1 ], [wn ]) ∈ E S . Hence, (Last(wn−1 ), Last(wn )) ∈ E due
to Remark 3. Since Last(g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ])) = Last(wn−1 ) ∈ V1 and
g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ][wn ]) = g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ]) · Last(wn ) ,
g([w0 ] · · · [wn−1 ][wn ]) is indeed consistent with σ.
For the other direction of Lemma 4, we show that W0 (GS ) can be turned
into a memory structure for Player 0 in the Muller game that induces a winning
strategy.
Example 3. Consider the winning region W0 (G) in the safety game GS of Example 2 as depicted in Figure 3 (for the sake of readability, we omit two vertices
that are not reachable from a vertex [v] for some v ∈ V ). We obtain a finite-state
winning strategy by using the equivalence class [w] as memory state for a finite
play w. Since the safety game is the unraveling of the original arena and its
winning region is a trap for Player 1, Player 0 can always prolong a play in the
Muller game such that the finite play prefixes w satisfy [w] ∈ W0 (GS ) no matter
which successors Player 1 picks. This strategy also bounds the scores of Player 1
by two. Hence, it is winning for Player 0.
[0]

[01]

[101]

[10]

[100]

[1001]

[12]

[122]

[1221]

[21]

[121]

[1]

[2]

Fig. 3. The winning region W0 (GS ) of the safety game GS of Example 2.
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To simplify the proof, we add one more memory state ⊥, denoting that a
score of 3 was reached. As long as Player 0 sticks to the induced strategy, this
memory state will not be reached. Hence, ⊥ can be eliminated and its incoming
transitions can be redefined arbitrarily.
Define M = (M, Init, Upd, Nxt) by M = W0 (GS ) ∪ {⊥},
(
[v] if [v] ∈ W0 (G),
Init(v) =
⊥ otherwise,
and

(
[wv]
Upd([w], v) =
⊥

if [wv] ∈ W0 (GS ),
otherwise.

Then, for every w ∈ V + with Upd∗ (w) 6= ⊥ we have Upd∗ (w) = [w]. Furthermore, since M is the winning region of a safety game, every [w] ∈ M ∩ V0S has
a successor [wv ′ ] for some v ′ ∈ V which is in W0 (GS ) as well. Remark 3 yields
(Last(w), v ′ ) ∈ E. Using this, we define the next-move function by
(
v ′ if Last(w) = v and [wv ′ ] as above,
Nxt(v, [w]) =
v ′′ otherwise, where v ′′ is some vertex with (v, v ′′ ) ∈ E,
and Nxt(v, ⊥) = v ′′ for some v ′′ with (v, v ′′ ) ∈ E. The second case in the definition
above is just to match the formal definition of a next-move function. It will never
be invoked due to Upd∗ (w) = [w] or Upd∗ (w) = ⊥.
Let W = {v | [v] ∈ W0 (GS )}. It remains to show that σM is a winning
strategy for Player 0 from W . A simple induction shows that every play w that
starts in W and is consistent with σM satisfies Upd∗ (w) 6= ⊥, since the nextmove function always prescribes a successor such that the memory is updated to
a state in W0 (GS ). Similarly, Player 1 can only pick successors in G such that the
memory is updated to a state in W0 (GS ), since the winning region of the safety
game (which is the unraveling of the original game modulo =F1 ) is a trap for
him. Since we have Upd∗ (w) = [w] ∈ Plays≤2 for every play that starts in W
and is consistent with σ, the scores of Player 1 are bounded by 2. Hence, σM is
indeed a winning strategy for Player 0 from W .
⊔
⊓
The second direction of the proof above also proves the second statement of
Theorem 3.
Corollary 2. Player 0 has a finite-state winning strategy for W0 (G) with memory states W0 (GS ).
To finish the proof of Theorem 3, we determine the size of GS to prove
the third statement. To this end, we use the concept of a latest appearance
record (LAR) [4, 6]. Note that we do not need a hit position for our purposes.
A word ℓ ∈ V + is an LAR if every vertex v ∈ V appears at most once in ℓ.
Next, we map each w ∈ V + to a unique LAR, denoted by LAR(w), as follows:
LAR(v) = v for every v ∈ V and
(
LAR(w)v if v ∈
/ Occ(w),
LAR(wv) =
p1 p2 v
if LAR(w) = p1 vp2 .
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A simple induction shows that LAR(w) is indeed an LAR, which also ensures
that the decomposition of w in the second case of the inductive definition is
unique. We continue by showing that the LAR of a play w determines all but
| Occ(w)| many of w’s scores and accumulators.
Lemma 6. Let w ∈ V + and LAR(w) = vk vk−1 · · · v1 .
1. w can be decomposed into xk vk xk−1 vk−1 · · · v2 x1 v1 for some xi ∈ V ∗ with
Occ(xi ) ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vi } for every i.
2. ScF (w) > 0 if and only if F = {v1 , . . . , vi } for some i.
3. If ScF (w) = 0, then AccF (w) = {v1 , . . . , vi } for the maximal i such that
{v1 , . . . , vi } ⊆ F .
4. Let ScF (w) > 0 and F = {v1 , · · · , vi }. Then, AccF (w) ∈ {∅} ∪ {{v1 , . . . , vj } |
j < i}.
Proof. 1.) By induction over |w|. If |w| = 1, then the claim follows immediately
from w = LAR(w). Now, let |wv| > 1. If v ∈
/ Occ(w), then LAR(wv) = LAR(w)v
and the claim follows by induction hypothesis.
Now, suppose LAR(w) = p1 vp2 with p1 = vk · · · vi+1 and p2 = vi−1 · · · v1 ,
and hence vi = v. By induction hypothesis, there exists a decomposition w =
xk vk xk−1 vk−1 · · · v2 x1 v1 for some xi ∈ V ∗ such that Occ(xi ) ⊆ {v1 , . . . , vi } for
every i. Furthermore, we have LAR(wv) = p1 p2 v = vk′ · · · v1′ where v1′ = vi ,
vj′ = vj−1 for every j in the range 1 < j ≤ i, and vj′ = vi for every j in the range
i < j ≤ k. Now, define x′1 = ε, x′j = xj−1 for every j in the range 1 < j < i,
x′i = xi vi xi−1 , and x′j = xj for every j in the range i < j ≤ k. It is easy to verify,
′
· · · v2′ x′1 v1′ has the desired properties.
that the decomposition wv = x′k vk′ x′k−1 vk−1
2.) We have ScF (w) > 0 if and only if there exists a suffix x of w with
Occ(x) = F . Due to the decomposition characterization, having a suffix x with
Occ(x) = F is equivalent to F = {v1 , . . . , vi } for some i.
3.) By definition, we have AccF (w) = Occ(x) where x is the longest suffix of
w such that the score of F does not change throughout x and Occ(x) ⊆ F . Consider the decomposition characterization of w as above. We have {v1 , . . . , vi } ⊆
AccF (w), since xi vi · · · v1 v1 is a suffix of w satisfying Occ(x) ⊆ F . Furthermore,
since vi+1 ∈
/ F by the maximality of i, this is the longest such suffix and we have
indeed AccF (w) = {v1 , . . . , vi }.
4.) The lastest increase of ScF (w) occurs after (or at) the last visit of vi ,
since Occ(vi xi−1 · · · x1 v1 ) = F . Hence, AccF (w) is the occurrence set of a suffix
of xi−1 · · · x1 v1 and the decomposition characterization yields the result.
⊔
⊓
The previous characterization allows us to bound the size of GS .

Pn
n
k
3
Lemma 7. We have |V S | ≤
k=1 k · k! · 2 · k! + 1 ≤ (n!) , where n = |V |.

Proof. We can merge all vertices in V \ F to a single vertex while retaining the
equivalence v ∈ Wi (G) ⇔ [v] ∈ Wi (GS ) (since f (v) ∈ F for every v ∈ V ) and
without changing the winning region of Player 0 (since W0 (GS ) ⊆ F ).
Hence, it remains to bound the number of equivalence classes in Plays≤2 /=F1 .
Lemma 6 shows that a finite play w ∈ V + has |LAR(w)| many sets with non-zero
score. Furthermore, the accumulator of the sets with score zero is determined by
LAR(w). Now, consider a play w ∈ Plays≤2 and a set F ∈ F1 with non-zero score.
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We have ScF (w) ∈ {1, 2} and there are exactly |F | possible values for AccF (w)
due to Lemma 6.4, which bounds the number of occurrence sets of suffixes of w.
Finally, two finite plays having the same LAR also have the same last vertex.
Hence, the number
ofequivalence classes is bounded by the number of LARs,
P
which is at most nk=1 nk ·k!, times the number of possible score and accumulator
combinations for an LAR of length k, which is at most 2k · k!.
⊔
⊓
We conclude this section by mentioning that if one is not interested in computing
the complete winning regions of the Muller game, but only wants to determine
which player has a winning strategy from a given vertex v, then it suffices to
construct only the part of GS that is reachable from [v].
Also note that while a player in general can not prevent her opponent from
reaching a score of 2, there are arenas in which she can do so. By first constructing the safety game GS′ up to threshold 2, which is smaller than the one
for threshold 3, one can possibly determine a subset of Player 0’s winning region faster and obtain a (potentially) smaller finite-state winning strategy for
this subset: we have W0 (GS′ ) ⊆ W0 (GS ). However, if Player 0 cannot prevent her
opponent from reaching a score of 2 when starting in v, then this does not imply
that Player 1 wins the Muller game from v as well. In this case, one has to solve
the safety game with threshold 3 to determine the winner of the Muller game
from this vertex.
4.1

Antichain-based Winning Strategies for Muller Games

Using an antichain construction one can construct a smaller finite-state winning
strategy for Player 0: instead of considering all equivalence classes in the winning
region of Player 0, we only consider the maximal ones with respect to ≤F1 which
are reachable via a fixed positional winning strategy for her in the safety game.
To this end, we lift ≤F1 to equivalence classes by defining [w] ≤F1 [w′ ] if and
only if w ≤F1 w′ .
Let σ be a positional winning strategy for Player 0 in GS and let R be the
set of vertices in V S which are reachable from {[v] | [v] ∈ W0 (GS )} by plays
consistent with σ. Every [w] ∈ R ∩ V0S has exactly one successor in R (which is
of the form [wv] for some v ∈ V ) and dually, every successor of [w] ∈ R ∩ V1S
(which are exactly the classes [wv] for v ∈ V ) is in R.
Now, let Rmax be the ≤F1 -maximal elements of R. Applying the facts about
successors of vertices in R stated above, we obtain the following remark.
Remark 4. Let Rmax be defined as above.
1. For every [w] ∈ Rmax ∩ V0S , there is a v ∈ V with (Last(w), v) ∈ E and there
is a [w′ ] ∈ Rmax such that [wv] ≤ [w′ ].
2. For every [w] ∈ Rmax ∩ V1S and each of its successors [wv], there is a [w′ ] ∈
Rmax such that [wv] ≤F1 [w′ ].
Thus, instead of updating the memory from [w] to [wv] when processing a vertex v, we can directly update it to a maximal element that is F1 -larger than [wv].
Intuitively, instead of keeping track of the exact scores, we store a maximal element that over-approximates the exact values.
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We define M = (M, Init, Upd, Nxt) by M = Rmax ∪ {⊥} 4 ,
(
[w] if [v] ∈ W0 (GS ) and [v] ≤F1 [w] ∈ Rmax
Init(v) =
⊥
else,
and
(
[w′ ] if there is some [w′ ] ∈ Rmax such that [wv] ≤F1 [w′ ],
Upd([w], v) =
⊥
otherwise.
Then, for every w ∈ V + with Upd∗ (w) 6= ⊥ we have [w] ≤F1 Upd∗ (w), which
implies Last(w) = Last(w′ ), where [w′ ] = Upd∗ (w).
Using Remark 4.1, we define the next-move function by


v ′ if Last(w) = v, (v, v ′ ) ∈ E, and


[wv ′ ] ≤F1 [w′ ] for some [w′ ] ∈ Rmax ,
Nxt(v, [w]) =


 ′′
v
else, where v ′′ is some vertex with (v, v ′′ ) ∈ E,

and Nxt(v, ⊥) = v ′′ for some v ′′ with (v, v ′′ ) ∈ E. Again, the second case in the
definition above is just to match the formal definition of a next-move function.
It will never be invoked due to [w] ≤F1 Upd∗ (w) or Upd∗ (w) = ⊥.
Analogously to the construction in the previous section, it remains to show
that σM is a winning strategy for Player 0 from W = {v | [v] ∈ W0 (GS )}. An
inductive application of Remark 4 shows that every play w that starts in W and
is consistent with σM satisfies Upd∗ (w) 6= ⊥. This bounds the scores of Player 1
by 2, as we have [w] ≤F1 Upd∗ (w) ∈ Rmax ⊆ Plays≤2 for every such play. Hence,
σM is indeed a winning strategy for Player 0 from W .
4.2

Reducing the Number of Memory States

In the proof of Theorem 3 we used the whole winning region W0 (GS ) of the safety
game as memory structure for a winning strategy of the Muller game. However,
when defining the next-move function, we may have to choose between several
vertices v ′ with v ′ ∈ W0 (GS ). Depending on this choice, parts of the memory
structure may never be reached (as long as Player 0 sticks to the strategy) and,
therefore, can be omitted. Hence, it is possible to reduce the number of memory
states necessary to realize a winning strategy by defining the next-move function
wisely. The same idea applies to antichain-based winning strategies where the
fixed strategy σ for the safety game GS determines the size of the set R of
reachable vertices and, hence, of the number of maximal elements.
Unfortunately, it is not clear how to efficiently find a small solution, i.e., a
Nxt function or strategy σ that induces a small (or even minimal) reachable part
of GS . One straightforward heuristic is to compute a “closed” initial part of the
safety game by starting in some initial vertex and considering all successors of
Player 1 vertices but only one successor of Player 0 vertices. The choice of the
successor in a Player 0 vertex can be made using some order on the successors,
or by simply picking an arbitrary one. Another way is to use the automata
learning-based approach described in [8].
4

Again, we use the memory state ⊥ to simplify our proof. It is not reachable via plays that
are consistent with the implemented strategy and can therefore be eliminated.
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5

Conclusion

We have presented a new algorithm to determine the winning regions of a Muller
game and to determine a winning strategy for one of the players by solving
a safety game. The safety game is polynomially larger than the parity game
obtained in a reduction, but it is faster to solve than the latter.
The scores induce a hierarchy of all finite-state winning strategies, since each
one of them prevents the opponent from reaching a score that is larger than a
certain threshold. We suggest to use the highest score the opponent can achieve
against a given strategy as quality measure for the strategy. In ongoing research
we investigate whether one can minimize the size of a finite-state strategy and
the scores it allows simultaneously.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the solution of the safety game actually
yields a non-deterministic strategy which only disallows those moves that would
allow the opponent to reach a score of 3 (e.g., see the vertices [1], [01], and [21]
in Figure 3). In this sense, our work extends the results of Bernet, Janin, and
Walukiewicz [1] on permissive strategies for parity games to Muller games. In
upcoming work, we show that for every fixed k there is a unique most general
non-deterministic winning strategy that subsumes all strategies preventing the
opponent from reaching a score of k.
Acknowledgments We want to thank Wladimir Fridman for many helpful
discussions.
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